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GW170817: Measurements of neutron star radii and equation of state

The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and The Virgo Collaboration

On August 17, 2017, the LIGO and Virgo observatories made the first direct detection of gravitational waves from the coalescence of a neutron star binary system. The detection of this gravitational wave signal, GW170817, offers a novel opportunity to directly probe the properties of matter at the extreme conditions found in the interior of these stars. The initial, minimal-assumption analysis of the LIGO and Virgo data placed constraints on the tidal effects of the coalescing bodies, which were then translated to constraints on neutron star radii. Here, we expand upon previous analyses by working under the hypothesis that both bodies were neutron stars that are described by the same equation of state and have spins within the range observed in Galactic binary neutron stars. Our analysis employs two methods: the use of equation-of-state-insensitive relations between various macroscopic properties of the neutron stars and the use of an efficient parameterization of the defining function \( p(\rho) \) of the equation of state itself. From the LIGO and Virgo data alone and the first method, we measure the two neutron star radii as \( R_1 = 10.8^{+2.0}_{-1.7} \) km for the heavier star and \( R_2 = 10.7^{+2.1}_{-1.5} \) km for the lighter star at the 90% credible level. If we additionally require that the equation of state supports neutron stars with masses larger than 1.97\( M_\odot \) as required from electromagnetic observations and employ the equation of state parametrization, we further constrain \( R_1 = 11.9^{+1.4}_{-1.4} \) km and \( R_2 = 11.9^{+1.4}_{-1.4} \) km at the 90% credible level. Finally, we obtain constraints on \( p(\rho) \) at supranuclear densities, with pressure at twice nuclear saturation density measured at \( 3.5^{+2.7}_{-1.7} \times 10^{14} \) dyn cm\(^{-2}\) at the 90% level.

INTRODUCTION

Since September 2015, the Advanced LIGO [1] and Advanced Virgo [2] observatories have opened a window on the gravitational-wave (GW) Universe [3, 4]. A new type of astrophysical source of GWs was detected on the 17th of August 2017, when the GW signal emitted by a low-mass coalescing compact binary was observed [5]. This observation coincided with the detection of a gamma ray burst, GRB 170817A [6, 7], verifying that the source binary contained matter, which was further corroborated by a series of observations that followed across the electromagnetic spectrum, e.g. [8–12]. The measured masses of the bodies and the variety of electromagnetic observations are consistent with neutron stars (NSs).

Neutron stars are unique natural laboratories for studying the behavior of cold, high-density nuclear matter. Such behavior is governed by the equation of state (EOS), which prescribes a relationship between pressure and density. This determines the relation between NS mass and radius, as well as other macroscopic properties such as the stellar moment of inertia and the tidal deformability (see e.g. [13]). While terrestrial experiments are able to test and constrain the cold EOS at densities below and near the saturation density of nuclei \( \rho_{\text{nuc}} = 2.8 \times 10^{14} \) g cm\(^{-3}\) (see e.g. [14–17] for a review), currently they cannot probe the extreme conditions in the deep core of NSs. Astrophysical measurements of NS masses, radii, moments of inertia and tidal effects, on the other hand, have the potential to offer information about whether the EOS is soft or stiff and what the pressure is at several times the nuclear saturation density [16, 18, 20].

GWs offer another opportunity for such astrophysical measurements to be performed, as the GW signal emitted by merging NS binaries differs from that of two merging black holes (BHs). The most prominent effect of matter during the observed binary inspiral comes from the tidal deformation that each star’s gravitational field induces on its companion. This deformation enhances GW emission and thus accelerates the decay of the quasi-circular inspiral [21–23]. In the post-Newtonian (PN) expansion of the inspiral dynamics [24–22], this effect causes the phase of the GW signal to differ from that of a binary BH from the fifth PN order onwards [21, 33, 34]. The leading-order contribution is proportional to each star’s tidal deformability parameter, \( \Lambda = (2/3) k_2 C^{-5} \), an EOS-sensitive quantity that describes how much a star is deformed in the presence of a tidal field. Here \( k_2 \) is the \( l = 2 \) relativistic Love number [35, 39], \( C \equiv \mathcal{G} m/(c^2 R) \) is the compactness, \( R \) is the areal radius, and \( m \) is the mass of the NS. The deformation of each NS due to its own spin also modifies the waveform and depends on the EOS. This effect enters the post-Newtonian expansion as a contribution to the (lowest order) spin-spin term at the second order in the GW phase [40, 41]. The EOS also affects the waveform at merger, the merger outcome and its lifetime, as well as the post-merger emission (see e.g. [42]). Finally, other stellar modes can couple to the tidal field and affect the GW signal [21, 43–45].

Among the various EOS-dependent effects, the tidal deformation is the one most readily measurable with GW170817. The spin-induced quadrupole has a larger effect on the orbital evolution for systems with large NS spin [46, 49] but is also largely degenerate with the mass ratio and the NS spins, making it difficult to measure independently [50]. The post-merger signal, while rich in content, is also difficult to observe, with current detector sensitivities being limited due to photon shot noise [11] at the high frequencies of interest. The merger and post-merger...
signal make a negligible contribution to our inference for GW170817 [51, 52].

In [5], we presented the first measurements of the properties of GW170817, including a first set of constraints on the tidal deformabilities of the two compact objects, from which inferences about the EOS can be made. An independent analysis further exploring how well the gravitational-wave data can be used to constrain the tidal deformabilities, and, from that, the NS radii, has also been performed recently [53]. Our initial bounds have facilitated a large number of studies, e.g. [54–64], aiming to translate the measurements of masses and tidal deformabilities into constraints on the EOS of NS matter. In a companion paper [52], we perform a more detailed analysis focusing on the source properties, improving upon the original analysis of [5] by using Virgo data with reduced calibration uncertainty, extending the analysis to lower frequencies, employing more accurate waveform models, and fixing the location of the source in the sky to the one identified by the electromagnetic observations.

Here we complement the analysis of [52], and work under the hypothesis that GW170817 was the result of a coalescence of two NSs whose masses and spins are consistent with astrophysical observations and expectations. Moreover since NSs represent equilibrium ground-state configurations, we assume that their properties are described by the same EOS. By making these additional assumptions, we are able to further improve our measurements of the tidal deformabilities of GW170817, and constrain the radii of the two NSs. Moreover, we use an efficient parametrization of the EOS to place constraints on the pressure of cold matter at supranuclear densities using GW observations. This direct measurement of the pressure takes into account physical and observational constraints on the NS EOS, namely causality, thermodynamic stability, and a lower limit on the maximum NS mass supported by the EOS to be $M_{\text{max}} > 1.97 \, M_\odot$. The latter is chosen as a 1-$\sigma$ conservative estimate, based on the observation of PSR J0348+0432 with $M = 2.01 \pm 0.04 \, M_\odot$ [65], the heaviest NS known to date.

The radii measurements presented here improve upon existing results (e.g. [58, 62]) which had used the initial tidal measurements reported in [5]. We also verify that our radii measurements are consistent with the result of the methodologies presented in these studies when applied to our improved tidal measurements. Moreover, we obtain a more precise estimate of the NS radius than [53].

**METHODS**

In this section we describe the details of the analysis. We use the same LIGO and Virgo data and calibration model analyzed in [52]. The data can be downloaded from the LIGO Open Science Center (LOSC) [66]. The data include the subtraction of an instrumental artifact occurring at LIGO-Livingston within 2 s of the GW170817 merger [5, 57], as well as the subtraction of independently measurable noise sources [68–71].

**Bayesian methods**

We employ a coherent Bayesian analysis to estimate the source parameters $\vec{\vartheta}$ as described in [72, 73]. The goal is to determine the posterior probability density function (PDF), $p(\vec{\vartheta}|d)$, given the LIGO and Virgo data $d$. Given a prior PDF $p(\vec{\vartheta})$ on the parameter space (quantifying our prior belief in observing a source with properties $\vec{\vartheta}$), the posterior PDF is given by Bayes’ Theorem $p(\vec{\vartheta}|d) \propto p(\vec{\vartheta})p(d|\vec{\vartheta})$, where $p(d|\vec{\vartheta})$ is the likelihood of obtaining the data $d$ given that a signal with parameters $\vec{\vartheta}$ is present in the data. Evaluating the multi-dimensional $p(\vec{\vartheta}|d)$ analytically is computationally prohibitive so we resort to sampling techniques to efficiently draw samples from the underlying distribution. We make use of the Markov-chain Monte Carlo algorithm as implemented in the LALInference package [72], which is part of the publicly available LSC Algorithm Library (LAL) [74]. For the likelihood calculation, we use 128 s of data around GW170817 over a frequency range of 23-2048 Hz, covering both the time and frequency ranges where there was appreciable signal above the detector noise, and we estimate the likelihood for our waveform templates up to merger. The power spectral density (PSD) of the noise is computed on-source [52, 75, 76], and we marginalize over the detectors’ calibration uncertainties as described in [52, 73, 77].

In the analysis of a GW signal from a binary NS coalescence, the source parameters $\vec{\vartheta}$ on which the signal depends can be decomposed as $\vec{\vartheta} = (\vec{\vartheta}_{\text{PM}}, \vec{\vartheta}_{\text{EOS}})$, into parameters that would be present if the two bodies behaved like point-masses $\vec{\vartheta}_{\text{PM}}$, and EOS-sensitive parameters $\vec{\vartheta}_{\text{EOS}}$ that arise due to matter effects of the two finite-sized bodies (e.g. tidal deformabilities). The priors on the point-mass parameters that we use are described in Sec. II D of [52] and we do not repeat them here. We also use the same convention for the component masses, i.e. $m_1 \geq m_2$. We only consider the “low-spin” prior of [52] where the dimensionless NS spin parameter is restricted to $\chi \leq 0.05$, in agreement with expectations from Galactic binary NS spin measurements [78], and we fix the location of the source in the sky to the one given by EM observations. Regarding the EOS-related part of the parameter space and the corresponding priors, we consider two physically motivated parameterizations of different dimensionalities, which we describe in detail in the following sections. The first method requires the sampling of tidal deformability parameters, whereas the second method directly samples the EOS function $p(\rho)$ from a 4-dimensional family of functions. In both cases, the assumption that the binary consists of two NSs that are
described by the same EOS is implicit in the parametrization of matter effects (in contrast with the analysis of [52], where minimal assumptions are made about the nature of the source).

**Waveform models and matter effects**

The measurement process described above requires a waveform model that maps the source parameters \( \vec{q} \) to a signal \( h(t; \vec{q}) \) that would be observed in the detector. The publicly available LALSimulation software package of LAL [72] contains several such waveform models obtained with different theoretical approaches. The impact of varying the models among several choices [21 22 41 72 94] is analyzed in detail in [52], showing that for GW170817 the systematic uncertainties due to the modeling of matter effects or the underlying point-particle description are smaller than the statistical errors in the measurement. We perform a similar analysis here by varying the BBH baseline model or using a post-Newtonian waveform prescription and find results consistent with those presented in Sec. III D and Table IV of [52]. Moreover, the study of Appendix A of [52] (Table V) suggests that varying the tidal description in the waveforms also leads to broadly consistent tidal measurements. Since the net effect of varying waveform models is very different for each of the source properties, we refer to the tables and figures in [52] for quantitative statements to assess the impact of modeling uncertainties.

In the GW170817 discovery paper [5] the results for the inferred tidal deformabilities were obtained with the model TaylorF2 that is based solely on post-Newtonian results for both the BBH baseline model [41 90 94] and for tidal effects [21 22], as this model led to the conservatively largest bounds. In this paper, we use a more realistic waveform model PhenomPNRT [79 83], which is also used as the reference model in our detailed analysis of the properties of GW170817 [52]. The BBH baseline in this model, constructed based on [24 91 93 95 98], is calibrated to numerical relativity data and describes relativistic point-mass, spin, and the dominant precession effects. The model further includes tidal effects in the phase from combining analytical information [22 23 86 99] with results from numerical-relativity simulations of binary NSs as described in [84 100], and matter effects in the spin-induced quadrupole based post-Newtonian results [40 41 92 94]. The characteristic rotational quadrupole deformation parameters are computed from \( \Lambda \) through EOS-insensitive relations [101 102] as described in [48 103]. Other matter effects with non-zero spins are not taken into account in our analysis.

**EOS-insensitive relations**

Despite the microscopic complexity of NSs, some of their macroscopic properties are linked by EOS-insensitive relations that depend only weakly on the EOS [104]. We use two such relations to ensure that the two NSs obey the same EOS and to translate NS tidal deformabilities to NS radii.

The first such relation we employ was constructed in [105] and studied in the context of realistic GW inference in [106]. It combines the mass ratio of the binary \( q \equiv m_2/m_1 \leq 1 \), the symmetric tidal deformability \( \Lambda_s \equiv (\Lambda_2+\Lambda_1)/2 \) and the antisymmetric tidal deformability \( \Lambda_a \equiv (\Lambda_2-\Lambda_1)/2 \) in a relation of the form \( \Lambda_s(\Lambda_a, q) \). Fitting coefficients and an estimate of the relation’s intrinsic error were obtained by tuning to a large set of EOS models [104 106], ensuring that the relation gives pairs of tidal deformabilities that correspond to realistic EOS models. We sample uniformly in the symmetric tidal deformability \( \Lambda_s \in [0, 5000] \), use the EOS-insensitive relation to compute \( \Lambda_a \), and then obtain \( \Lambda_1 \) and \( \Lambda_2 \), which are used to generate a waveform template. The sampling of tidal parameters also involves a marginalization over the intrinsic error in the relation, which is also a function of \( \Lambda_s \) and \( q \). This procedure leads to unbiased estimation of the tidal parameters for a wide range of EOSs and mass ratios [106].

The second relation we employ is between NS tidal deformability \( \Lambda \) and NS compactness \( C \) [107 108]. We employ this \( \Lambda-C \) relation with the coefficients given in Sec. (4.4) of [104] to compute the posterior for the radius and the mass of each binary component. Reference [104] reports a maximum 6.5% relative error in the relation when compared to a large set of EOS models. We assume that the relative error is constant across the parameter space and distributed according to a zero-mean Gaussian with a standard deviation of \( (6.5/3)\% \) and marginalize over it. We verified that our results are not sensitive to this choice of error estimate by comparing to the more conservative choice of a uniform distribution in \([-6.5\%, 6.5\%]\].

**Parameterized EOS**

Instead of sampling macroscopic EOS-related parameters such as tidal deformabilities, one may instead sample the defining function \( p(\rho) \) of the EOS directly. A number of parameterizations of different degrees of complexity and fidelity to realistic EOS models have been proposed (see [109] for a review), and here we employ the spectral parameterization constructed and validated in [110 112]. This parameterization expresses the logarithm of the adiabatic index of the EOS \( \Gamma(p; \gamma_i) \), as a polynomial of the pressure \( p \), where \( \gamma_i = (\gamma_0, \gamma_1, \gamma_2, \gamma_3) \) are the free EOS parameters. The adiabatic index is then used to compute the energy \( \epsilon(p; \gamma_i) \) and rest-mass density \( \rho(p; \gamma_i) \), which are inverted to give the EOS. The pa-
rameterized high-density EOS is then stitched to the SLy EOS [113] below about half the nuclear saturation density. This is chosen because such low densities do not significantly impact the global properties of the NS [114]. Different low density EOSs can produce a difference in radius, for a given \( m \), of order 0.1 km. Though use of a specific parametrization makes our results model-dependent, we have checked that they are consistent with another common EOS parametrization, the piecewise polytropic one [115, 116], as also found in [117].

In this analysis, we follow the methodology detailed in [117], developed from the work of [118], to sample directly in an EOS parameter space. We sample uniformly in all EOS parameters within the following ranges: \( \gamma_0 \in [0.2, 2] \), \( \gamma_1 \in [-1.6, 1.7] \), \( \gamma_2 \in [-0.6, 0.6] \), and \( \gamma_3 \in [-0.02, 0.02] \) and additionally impose that the adiabatic index \( \Gamma(p) \in [0.6, 4.5] \). This choice of prior ranges for the EOS parameters was chosen such that our parametrization encompasses a wide range of candidate EOSs [110] and leads to NSs with a compactness below 0.33 and a tidal deformability above about 10. Then for each sample, the four EOS parameters and the masses are mapped to a \((\Lambda_1, \Lambda_2)\) pair through the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equations describing the equilibrium configuration of a spherical star [119]. The two tidal deformabilities are then used to compute the waveform template.

Sampling directly in the EOS parameter space allows for certain prior constraints to be conveniently incorporated in the analysis. In our analysis, we impose the following criteria on all EOS and mass samples: (i) causality, the speed of sound in the NS \((\sqrt{dp/d\epsilon})\) must be less than the speed of light (plus 10% to allow for imperfect parameterization) up to the central pressure of the heaviest star supported by the EOS; (ii) internal consistency, the EOS must support the proposed masses of each component; and (iii) observational consistency, the EOS must have a maximum mass at least as high as previously observed NS masses, specifically \(1.97 M_\odot\). Another condition the EOS must obey is that of thermodynamic stability; the EOS must be monotonically increasing \((d\epsilon/dp > 0)\). This condition is built into the parametrization [110], so we do not need to explicitly impose it.

\[ \text{RESULTS} \]

We begin by demonstrating the improvement in the measurement of the tidal deformability parameters due to imposing a common but unknown EOS for the two NSs. In Fig. [1] we show the marginalized joint posterior PDF for the individual tidal deformabilities. We show results from our analysis using the \( \Lambda_\alpha(\Lambda_\alpha, q) \) relation in green and the parametrized EOS without a maximum mass constraint in blue. These are compared to results from [52], where the two tidal deformability parameters are sampled independently, in orange. The shaded region marks the \( \Lambda_2 < \Lambda_1 \) region that is naturally excluded when a common realistic EOS is assumed, but is not excluded from the analysis of [52]. In both cases imposing a common EOS leads to a smaller uncertainty in the tidal deformability measurement.

\[ \text{FIG. 1. Marginalized posterior for the tidal deformabilities of the two binary components of GW170817. The green shading shows the posterior obtained using the } \Lambda_\alpha(\Lambda_\alpha, q) \text{ EOS-insensitive relation to impose a common EOS for the two bodies, while the green, blue, and orange lines denote 50% (dashed) and 90% (solid) credible levels for the posteriors obtained using EOS-insensitive relations, a parameterized EOS without a maximum mass requirement, and independent EOSs (taken from [52]), respectively. The grey shading corresponds to the unphysical region } \Lambda_2 < \Lambda_1 \text{ while the seven black scatter regions give the tidal parameters predicted by characteristic EOS models for this event [113, 115, 121, 125].} \]

We next explore what inferences we can make about the structure of NSs. We do this using the spectral EOS parameterization described above in combination with the requirement that the EOS must support NSs up to at least \(1.97 M_\odot\), a conservative estimate based on the heaviest known pulsar [65]. From this we obtain a posterior for the NS interior pressure as a function of rest-mass density. The
result is shown in Fig. 2, along with marginalized posteriors for central densities and central pressures and predictions of the pressure-density relationship from various EOS models. The pressure posterior is shifted from the 90% credible prior region (marked by the purple dashed lines) and towards the soft floor of the parameterized family of EOS. This means that the posterior is indicating more support for softer EOS than the prior. The solid vertical lines denote the nuclear saturation density and two more rest-mass density values that are known to approximately correlate with bulk macroscopic properties of NSs [19]. The pressure at twice (six times) the nuclear saturation density is measured to be \(3.5^{+2.7}_{-1.7} \times 10^{34} \) \(9.0^{+7.9}_{-2.9} \times 10^{35}\) \(\text{dyn/cm}^2\) at the 90% level.

The pressure posterior appears to show minor signs of a bend above a density of \(\sim 5\rho_{\text{nuc}}\). Evidence of such behavior at high densities would be an indication of extra degrees of freedom, though this is not an outcome of the GW data alone. Indeed in the top (right) panel, the vertical (horizontal) lines denote the 90% confidence intervals for the central densities (pressures) of the two stars, suggesting that our data are not informative for densities (pressures) above those intervals. The bend is an outcome of two competing effects: the GW data point toward a lower pressure, while the requirement that the EOS supports masses above \(1.97 \, M_\odot\) demands a high pressure at large densities. The result is a precise pressure estimate at around \(5\rho_{\text{nuc}}\) and a broadening above that, giving the impression of a bend in the pressure. We have verified that the bend is absent if we remove the maximum mass constraint from our analysis.

Finally we place constraints in the 2-dimensional parameter space of the NS mass and areal radius for each binary component. This posterior is shown in Fig. 3. The left panel is obtained by first using the \(\Lambda_c(L_s, q)\) relation to obtain tidal deformability samples assuming a common EOS and then using the \(\Lambda-C\) relation to compute the NS radii. The right panel is computed by integrating the TOV equation to compute the radius for each sample in the spectral EOS parametrization after imposing a maximum mass of at least \(1.97 \, M_\odot\). At the 90% level, the radii of the two NSs are \(R_1 = 10.8^{+2.9}_{-1.9}\) km and \(R_2 = 10.7^{+2.3}_{-1.5}\) km from the left panel and \(R_1 = 11.9^{+1.3}_{-1.4}\) km and \(R_2 = 11.9^{+1.4}_{-1.4}\) km from the right panel. The one-sided 90% lower [upper] limit on \(m_2/m_1\) is \((1.15, 1.36)M_\odot\), \((1.36, 1.62)M_\odot\) from the left panel and \((1.18, 1.36)M_\odot\), \((1.36, 1.58)M_\odot\) from the right panel, consistent with the results of Ref. [52]. We note that the \(\Lambda-C\) relation has not been established to values of \(\Lambda\) less than 20 [104]. In order to check the validity of our EOS-insensitive results in this regime, we first verify that the parametrized-EoS results without a maximum mass constraint satisfy the \(\Lambda-C\) relation to the required accuracy, even for \(\Lambda_1 < 20\). Furthermore, we find that our radius and mass estimates are unaffected if we discard all \(\Lambda_1 < 10\) samples.

The difference between the two radius estimates is mainly due to different physical information included in each analysis. The EOS-insensitive-relations analysis (left panel) is based on GW data alone, while the parametrized-EOS analysis (right panel) imposes an additional observational constraint, namely that the EOS must support NSs of at least \(1.97 \, M_\odot\). This has a large effect on the radii priors as shown in the 1-dimensional plots of Fig. 3, since small radii are typically predicted by soft EOSs, which cannot support large NS masses. In the case of EOS-insensitive relations (left panel), the prior allows for smaller values of the radius than in the parametrized-EOS case (right panel), something that is reflected in the posteriors since the GW data alone cannot rule out radii below \(\sim 10\) km. Therefore the lower radius limit in the EOS-insensitive-relations analysis is determined by the GW measurement, while in the case of the parametrized-EOS analysis it is determined by the mass of the heaviest observed pulsar and its implications for NS radii [65]. Additionally, we verified that the parametrized-EOS analysis without the maximum mass constraint leads to similar results to the EOS-insensitive-relations analysis.

To quantify the improvement from assuming that both NSs obey the same EOS, we apply the \(\Lambda-C\) relation to
tidal deformability samples calculated without assuming the $\Lambda_n(\Lambda, q)$ relation (the orange posterior of Fig. 1) and obtain $R_1 = 11.8_{-3.3}^{+2.7}$ km and $R_2 = 10.8_{-3.9}^{+2.9}$ km at the 90% level. This suggests that imposing a common EOS for the two binary components leads to a reduction of the 90% credible interval width for the radius measurement of almost a factor of two from 5.9 km to 3.6 km.

**DISCUSSION**

In this letter, we complement our analysis of the tidal effects of GW170817 in [52] with a targeted analysis that assumes astrophysically plausible NS spins and tidal parameters, as well as the same EOS for both NSs. This additional prior information enables us to measure NS radii with an uncertainty less than 2.8 km if consistency with observed pulsar masses is enforced, and 3.6 km using GW data alone at the 90% credible level. We observe that, in both cases, the data are informative and drive the upper bounds on the NS radii and the stiffness of the EOS. Simultaneously, the pressure at twice the nuclear saturation density is measured to be $p(2\rho_{\text{nuc}}) = 3.5_{-1.7}^{+2.7} \times 10^{14}$ dyn/cm$^2$. Our results are consistent with X-ray binary observations (e.g. [19] [20] [126] [127]) and suggest that NS radii are not large. Additionally, our results can be compared to tidal inference based on the electromagnetic emission of GW170817 [128] [130].

Our results are comparable and consistent with studies that use the tidal measurement from [51] to obtain bounds on NS radii. Using our bound of $\hat{\Lambda}_{1.4} < 800$ (the only tidal parameter in [5], which assumed a common EOS for both NSs) and different EOS parametrizations, several studies found $R_{1.4} < 13.5$ km [56] [58] [62] [64]. Reference [63] arrives at a similar conclusion using our $\hat{\Lambda} < 800$ constraint [5] (though see [52] for an amended $\hat{\Lambda}$ bound) and the observation that $\hat{\Lambda}$ is almost insensitive to the binary mass ratio [99]. Our improved estimate of $\Lambda_{1.4} = 190_{-120}^{+390}$, and $R_1 = 10.8_{-1.7}^{+2.9}$ km and $R_2 = 10.7_{-1.5}^{+2.1}$ km for the EOS-insensitive-relation analysis is roughly consistent with these estimates (see for example Fig. 1 of [62] and [58]). If we additionally enforce the heaviest observed pulsar to be supported by placing direct constraints on the EOS parameter space, we get further improvement in the radius measurement, with $R_1 = 11.9_{-1.4}^{+1.4}$ km and $R_2 = 11.9_{-1.4}^{+1.4}$ km.

A recent analysis of the GW170817 data was performed in De et al. [53] using the TaylorF2 model, imposing that the two NSs have the same radii which, under the additional assumption that $\hat{\Lambda} \propto C^{-6}$ (an alternative to the $\Lambda$–$C$ relation used here [104]), directly relates the two tidal deformabilities as $\Lambda_1 = q^6\Lambda_2$. After our paper appeared as a preprint, De et al. obtained a revised estimate of the common NS radius $8.9$ km < \hat{R} < 13.2 km. Despite using a lower low frequency cut off - and hence more data
- than our study, the result of De et al. corresponds to a width of 4.3 km, which is wider than the uncertainty on radii computed under our EoS-insensitive analysis. There are differences in several details of the set-up of the two analyses (most notably, frequency range, data calibration, the noise PSD estimation, waveform model, parameter priors, assumed relations between radii and as and treatment of corresponding uncertainties), each of which may be responsible for part of the observed discrepancies.

Our results, and specifically the lower radius limit, do not constitute observational proof of tidal effects in GW170817, as our analysis has explicitly assumed that the coalescing bodies were NSs both in terms of their spins and tidal deformabilities. In particular, the spins are restricted to small values typical for galactic NSs in binaries, and the tidal deformabilities are calculated consistently assuming a common typical NS EoS. Moreover, the \( \Lambda - C \) map diverges as \( \Lambda \) approaches zero (BH), and therefore the lower bounds obtained for the radii do not imply lower bounds on the tidal deformabilities. Meanwhile, the analysis of [52] assumes independent tidal parameters and finds a lower bound on \( \Lambda \) only under the small-spin assumption but not if spins larger than 0.05 are allowed.

The detection of GW170817 has opened new avenues in astrophysics and in the study of matter at conditions currently unattainable in terrestrial laboratories. As the network of GW observatories expands and improves in sensitivity, we expect many more observations of BNS mergers [4]. Each new observation will yield additional information about the properties of NSs, and the increasing precision of our measurements will simultaneously raise new challenges. As statistical uncertainties shrink, systematic uncertainties that are naturally introduced by our models and the underlying assumptions of our methods may begin to dominate. Improved waveform models and data analysis techniques are an area of active research for the GW community, and will be required to achieve our most complete understanding of these extreme systems.
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